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Preface

Offensive language in social media is a problem currently widely discussed.
Researchers in language technology have started to work on solutions to support
the classification of offensive posts. We present the pilot edition of the GermEval
Shared Task on the Identification of Offensive Language. This shared task deals
with the classification of German tweets from Twitter. GermEval 2018 is the fourth
workshop in a series of shared tasks on German processing. These shared tasks
have been run informally by self-organized groups of interested researchers and
were endorsed by special interest groups within the German Society for Computational Linguistics (GSCL). The workshop was co-located with the Conference
on Natural Language Processing (Konvens) 2018 in Vienna. The results indicate
that the domain of offensive language in social media offers challenging tasks.
There were two tasks, a coarse classification and a more fine-grained classification
of tweets. We received 76 submissions from 20 groups. The results and the full
dataset can be found at the task website at https://projects.fzai.h-da.
de/iggsa/.
We are grateful to the large number of participants whose enthusiastic participation made GermEval 2018 a success. We would like to thank Markus Meyer for
maintaining home page and mailing lists and supporting the evaluation process.
We also thank the Konvens 2018 conference organizers for their support.
Vienna, September 2018
The organizing committee
Organizers:
Josef Ruppenhofer (Institute for German Language, Mannheim)
Melanie Siegel (Darmstadt University of Applied Sciences)
Michael Wiegand (Saarland University)
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Abstract

Analysis (IGGSA) as well as the Interest Group on
Social Media Analysis.
This paper will give a short overview on related
work in §2. We will then describe the task in §3
and the data in §4. 20 teams participated in the
shared task. We describe the participants and their
approaches in §5 and give an overview of the results
in §6.

We present the pilot edition of the
GermEval Shared Task on the Identification of Offensive Language. This shared
task deals with the classification of German
tweets from Twitter. It comprises two tasks,
a coarse-grained binary classification task
and a fine-grained multi-class classification
task.

2

The shared task had 20 participants submitting 51 runs for the coarse-grained task and
25 runs for the fine-grained task. Since this
is a pilot task, we describe the process of extracting the raw-data for the data collection
and the annotation schema. We evaluate
the results of the systems submitted to the
shared task. The shared task homepage can
be found at https://projects.cai.
fbi.h-da.de/iggsa/

1

Related Work

For a detailed summary of related work on the detection of abusive language, we refer the reader to
Schmidt and Wiegand (2017). In the following, we
will briefly comment on related shared tasks and
datasets in German language. We will also provide some information on the GermEval evaluation
campaign.
• Kaggle’s Toxic Comment Classification Challenge1 is a shared task in which comments
from the English Wikipedia are to be classified. There are 6 different categories of toxity
to be identified (i.e. toxic, severe toxic, obscene, insult, identity hate and threat). These
categories are not mutually exclusive.

Introduction

Offensive Language is commonly defined as hurtful, derogatory or obscene comments made by one
person to another person. This type of language
can be increasingly found on the web. As a consequence, many operators of social media websites
no longer manage to manually monitor user posts.
Therefore, there is a pressing demand for methods
to automatically identify suspicious posts.
The GermEval Shared Task on the Identification
of Offensive Language is intended to initiate and
foster research on the identification of offensive
content in German language microposts. Offensive
comments are to be detected from a set of German
tweets. We focus on Twitter since tweets can be
regarded as a prototypical type of micropost.
The shared task was endorsed by two of the special interest groups of the German Society for Computational Linguistics and Language Technology
(GSCL): the Interest Group on German Sentiment

• The shared task on aggression identification2
includes both English and Hindi Facebook
comments. Participants have to detect abusive
comments and to distinguish between overtly
aggressive comments and covertly aggressive
comments.
• The shared task on Automatic Misogyny Identification (AMI)3 is jointly run by IberEval4
1 https://www.kaggle.com/c/

jigsaw-toxic-comment-classification-challenge
2 https://sites.google.com/view/trac1/
shared-task
3 https://amievalita2018.wordpress.com
https://amiibereval2018.wordpress.com
4 https://sites.google.com/view/
ibereval-2018
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and EVALITA5 . It exclusively focuses on the
detection of misogynist tweets on Twitter.
There are two subtasks. Task A addresses
the identification of misogynist tweets, while
Task B focuses on the categorization of misogynist tweets (i.e. Discredit, Derailing, Dominance, Sexual Harassment & Threats of Violence, Stereotype & Objectification, Active
and Passive). Both IberEval and EVALITA
include a task on English tweets. IberEval
also includes a task on Spanish tweets while
EVALITA also includes a subtask on Italian
tweets.

3.2

The second task involved four categories, a nonoffensive OTHER class and three sub-categories
of what is OFFENSE in Task 1. In the case of
PROFANITY, profane words are used, however,
the tweet does not want to insult anyone. This typically concerns the usage of swearwords (Scheiße,
Fuck etc.) and cursing (Zur Hölle! Verdammt! etc.).
This can be often found in youth language. Swearwords and cursing may, but need not, co-occur with
insults or abusive speech. Profane language may
in fact be used in tweets with positive sentiment
to express emphasis. Whenever profane words are
not directed towards a specific person or group of
persons and there are no separate cues of INSULT
or ABUSE, then tweets are labeled as simple cases
of PROFANITY.

We are not aware of any shared task on the detection abusive language that includes German language data. With regard to publicly-available German datasets for this task, we only know of Ross
et al. (2016) who present a dataset of about 500
tweets which has been annotated regarding hate
speech. The authors employed a binary categorization scheme. While the dataset from Ross et
al. (2016) may be too small for some data-hungry
learning-based approaches, we hope that the German dataset we introduce in this shared task is
sufficiently large (i.e. more than 8,000 tweets) even
for those approaches.
GermEval is a series of shared task evaluation
campaigns that focus on Natural Language Processing for the German language. So far, there
have been three iterations of GermEval, each with
a different type of task: named entity recognition
(Benikova et al., 2014), lexical substitution (Tristan Miller et al., 2015) and aspect-based sentiment
analysis in social media customer feedback (Wojatzki et al., 2017). GermEval shared tasks have
been run informally by self-organized groups of
interested researchers.

3

Task 2: Fine-grained 4-way Classification

In the case of INSULT, unlike PROFANITY, the
tweet clearly wants to offend someone. INSULT is
the ascription of negatively evaluated qualities or
deficiencies or the labeling of persons as unworthy
(in some sense) or unvalued. Insults convey disrespect and contempt. Whether an utterance is an
insult usually depends on the community in which
it is made, on the social context (ongoing activity
etc.) in which it is made, and on the linguistic
means that are used (which have to be found to be
conventional means whose assessment as insulting
are intersubjectively reasonably stable).
And finally, in the case of ABUSE, the tweet
does not just insult a person but represents the
stronger form of abusive language. By abuse we
define a special type of degradation. This type of
degrading consists in ascribing a social identity to
a person that is judged negatively by a (perceived)
majority of society. The identity in question is seen
as a shameful, unworthy, morally objectionable or
marginal identity. In contrast to insults, instances
of abusive language require that the target of judgment is seen as a representative of a group and it
is ascribed negative qualities that are taken to be
universal, omnipresent and unchangeable characteristics of the group. (This part of the definition
largely co-incides with what is referred to as abusive speech in other research.) Aside from the cases
where people are degraded based on their membership in some group, we also classify it as abusive
language when dehumanization is employed even
just towards an individual (i.e. describing a person
as scum or vermin etc.).

Task Description

Participants were allowed to participate in one or
both tasks and submit at most three runs per task.
3.1 Task 1: Coarse-grained Binary
Classification
Task 1 was to decide whether a tweet includes some
form of offensive language or not. The tweets had
to be classified into the two classes OFFENSE and
OTHER. The OFFENSE category covered abusive
language, insults, as well as merely profane statements.
5 http://www.evalita.it/2018
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3.3 Evaluation Metrics

a substantial amount of non-offensive tweets since
only very few users exclusively post offensive content.
Although this extraction process prevents the
dataset from becoming biased towards specific topics trending at the point in time when the extraction is run (a problem one typically faces when
extracting data from the Twitter-stream), we still
found certain topics dominating our extracted data.
Most of the extracted offensive tweets concerned
the situation of migrants or the German government. The tweets not considered offensive, however, often addressed different topics. For example,
the politician names Maas and Merkel and the common noun Flüchtlinge ‘refugees’ were almost exclusively observed in offensive tweets. Since these
high-frequency words undoubtedly do not represent offensive terms, we decided to debias our data
collection by sampling further arbitrary tweets containing these terms. We specifically sought tweets
from across the entire political spectrum. We also
deliberately included tweets from users that regularly post highly-critical tweets with respect to the
above topics. Otherwise, our data collection would
allow classifiers to score well that simply infer offensive content by observing a negative polarity cooccurring with particular topics (e.g. Maas, Merkel
or Flüchtlinge).
When sampling tweets from Twitter, we also
imposed certain formal restrictions on the tweets
to be extracted. They are as follows:

We evaluate the classification performance by the
common evaluation measures precision, recall, and
F1-score. These measures are computed for each
of the individual classes in the two tasks. For each
task, we also compute the macro-average precision,
recall and F1-score. We also compute accuracy. We
rank systems by their macro-average scores. We do
not use accuracy since in both tasks the class distribution is fairly imbalanced. Accuracy typically
rewards correct classification of the majority class.
An evaluation tool computing all of the above
evaluation measures on the two tasks of the shared
task was provided by the organizers prior to the
release of the training data. It is publicly available
and can be downloaded via the webpage of the
shared task.

4

Data Set

As a source for our data collection, we chose Twitter. Thus we are able to make our collection publicly available. Unlike existing corpora, Twitter
also contains a much higher proportion of offensive language (Wiegand et al., 2018).
4.1 Data Collection
Much care was taken in sampling the tweets for
our gold standard. Although a natural sample of
tweets would represent the most unbiased form of
data, we decided against it. A sample of a few
thousand tweets would have resulted in just too few
occurrences of offensive language as the proportion of offensive tweets is known to be generally
low (Schmidt and Wiegand, 2017). We also decided against sampling by specific query terms (as
Waseem and Hovy (2016) suggest) since our initial experiments showed that using offensive query
terms, such as Idiot or Schmarotzer, greatly reduced the variety of offensive terms occurring in
the retrieved tweets.6
Instead, we sampled tweets from the timeline of
various users. In total, we considered about 100
different users. We started by heuristically identifying users that regularly post offensive tweets. By
sampling from their timeline, we obtained offensive tweets that exhibited a more varied vocabulary
than we would have obtained by sampling by predefined query terms. It also enabled us to extract

(1) Each tweet had to be written in German.
(2) Each tweet had to contain at least five ordinary
alphabetic tokens.
(3) No tweet was allowed to contain any URLs.
(4) No tweet was allowed to be a retweet.
All of these restrictions are mainly designed to
speed up the annotation process (cf. §4.2) by removing tweets that are not relevant to the gold
standard. (2) was included to remove tweets that
just function as an advertisement or spam. We
wanted to exclude URLs (3) since our data collection should be self-contained to the degree possible.7 We avoid retweets since they represent a form
of reported content where it is often difficult to decide whether the views expressed in the reported
content are shared by the user retweeting or not.

6 Our

observation was that the overwhelming proportion
of retrieved tweets would contain just the query words as
offensive terms.

7 The offensive nature of tweets with an URL often only
becomes visible by taking into account their linked content.
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In splitting our data collection into training and
test set, we made sure that any given user’s complete set of tweets was assigned to either the training set or the test set. In this way, we wanted to
avoid that classifiers could benefit from learning
user-specific information. For example, if a user,
who very often posts offensive tweets has a very
idiosyncratic writing style and his/her tweets were
distributed across training and test set, then a classifier could exploit the knowledge about the writing
style in order to infer offensive language. Such a
classifier would not really have learned to detect
offensive language but a very specific writing style
which, beyond that given dataset, would not be of
any use for detecting offensive language.
The data collection was also divided up in such a
manner that the training and test sets have a similar
class distribution. This is one of the major prerequisites for supervised learning approaches to
work effectively.

one of the three annotators.
Table 1 displays the class distribution among the
training and the test set. It comes as no surprise that
non-offensive tweets represent the majority class.
The most frequent subtype of offensive language
are cases of abuse followed by (common) insults.
By far the smallest category are profane tweets.
4.3

Data Format

Our data is distributed in the form of tab-separated
value files. An example row representing one tweet
is shown in Table 2. As the task is focused only
on the linguistic aspect of offensive language, each
tweet is represented only by its text in column 1.
Meta-data contained in Twitter’s json files was not
used. The text column is followed by the coarsegrained label in column 2 and the fine-grained label
in column 3. Note that we applied no preprocessing
to the tweet text with one exception: as shown in
Table 2, line breaks were replaced with the special
5-character string |LBR| so that each tweet could
be stored on one line.

4.2 Annotation

5

Each tweet of the resulting data collection with an
overall size of 8541 tweets was manually annotated
by one of the three organizers of the shared task.
All annotators are native speakers of German.
In order to measure inter-annotation agreement,
a sample of 300 tweets were annotated by the three
annotators in parallel. We removed all tweets that
were marked as HUNH or EXEMPT at least by one
annotator. HUNH was used for incomprehensible
utterances. We do not require that a sentence is
perfectly grammatically well-formed and correctly
spelled to be included in our data. However, if a
sentence is so erroneous that the annotator does
not understand its content, then this sentence was
labeled as HUNH and removed. This label also
applies if the sentence is formally correct but the
annotator still does not understand what is meant
by this utterance. Tweets that are EXEMPT from
the subtyping annotation involve tweets which only
contain abuse or insults that represent the view of
somebody other than the tweeter, utterances which
depend on non-textual information, utterances that
are just a series of hashtags and/or usernames, even
if they indicate abusive speech (e.g. #crimigrants
or #rapefugees), or utterances that are incomplete.
On the remaining 240 tweets, an agreement of
κ = 0.66 was measured. It can be considered substantial (Landis and Koch, 1977). All remaining
tweets of the gold standard were only annotated by

Participants and Approaches

Overall, we had 20 teams participating in the shared
task. All teams participated in Task 1 and 11 of
them took part in Task 2.
Across both tasks, the teams made use of a variety of approaches. Below, we identify some major
trends and commonalities between the teams. For
a detailed description of the systems, we refer readers to the dedicated system description papers.
5.1

Preprocessing

Tokenization 9 teams mention tokenization as a
preprocessing step in their papers. Most used tokenizers adapted to social media: 3 teams used the
TweetTokenizer in nltk (Bird et al., 2009), one team
used the SoMaJo social media tokenizer (Proisl and
Uhrig, 2016), one team used twokenize (Owoputi
et al., 2013) and one team developed an extension
of the tokenizer of Baziotis et al. (2017). Of the
others, one team used the tokenizer in spaCy8 , one
team split based mostly on punctuation and the last
team did not give any details about its tokenizer.
POS-Tagging 6 teams used POS-Tagging. In
most cases, the POS-tags were not produced by a
stand-alone tagger but derived from a more complex software tool such as spaCy, the TextBlob9
8 https://spacy.io/

9 https://github.com/sloria/TextBlob
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categories
coarse-grained
fine-grained

OFFENSE
OTHER
ABUSE
INSULT
PROFANITY
OTHER

total

training set
freq
%
1688
33.7
3321
66.3
1022
20.4
595
11.9
71
1.4
3321
66.3
5009 100.0

test set
freq
%
1202
34.0
2330
66.0
773
21.9
381
10.8
48
1.4
2330
66.0
3532 100.0

Table 1: Class distribution on training and test set.
@Ralf Stegner Oman Ralle..dich mag ja immer noch keiner. OFFENSE
Du willst das die Hetze gegen dich aufhört? |LBR| Geh in
Rente und verzichte auf die 1/2deiner Pension

INSULT

Table 2: Data format
package or the ParZu dependency parser (Sennrich
et al., 2013).

teams trained on tweet collections of their own.
Two teams pursuing a cross-lingual or translation
approach used multi-lingual word embeddings, the
aligned languages being German and English in
both cases. One team used embeddings only for
the purpose of lexicon expansion but not as a feature fed to their classifier.

Lemmatization and stemming 5 systems used
lemmatization. Three teams used spaCy, and one
team each used the TreeTagger (Schmid, 1995) and
ParZu. 2 teams used stemming.
Parsing Only two teams used parsing, one the
ParZu parser (Sennrich et al., 2013) and the other
the mate-tools parser (Björkelund et al., 2010).

5.4

Classifiers

The classifiers used involve a fairly broad variety
of familiar non-neural types as well as (variations
on) recent neural network-type classifiers. Among
the non-neural types, SVMs were the most common type. 12 teams used a flavor of SVM, either
as a baseline or their main system. Logistic regression was used by 7 teams, in two cases as a metaclassifier. Decision Trees were used by 2 teams
and 1 team used a Naive Bayes classifier. Among
the neural network classifiers common recent architectures are found: CNN (10 teams), LSTM
and variants (11 teams), GRU (6 teams), as well as
combinations of these.

5.2 Lexical Resources
While 8 teams used no task-specific lexicon, 8 other
teams used one or more publicly available lexicons,
and 7 teams created a new lexicon.10 9 teams used
polarity lexicons, chief among them PolArt (Klenner et al., 2009), PolarityClues (Waltinger, 2010)
and SentiWS (Remus et al., 2010), and 8 teams
used dictionaries containing swearwords, slurs or
offensive words. Several teams expanded available polarity of swearword lexicons. One team
translated and post-edited the English dictionary of
abusive terms provided by Wiegand et al. (2018).

6

5.3 Word Vectors

Submissions and Results

The full set of results for both tasks is available at
the shared task website.
A high-level summary of the results is given
in Table 3, which provides summary statistics on
the macro-average F1 score that was used as the
official ranking criterion in the shared task. As the
table shows, the scores achieved span a substantial
range: more than 25% points in the case of the
coarse task and more than 20% points in the case

15 teams used pre-trained word embeddings in their
systems. The most commonly used vectors were
those provided by spinningbytes (word2vec, fasttext) on the one hand and those provided by the
organizers (word2vec) on the other hand. Some
10 The

publicly available lexicons used were often ones that
the shared task organizers had pointed out on the shared task’s
web pages.
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of the fine-grained task.

learning (e.g. spMMMP, InriaFBK or uhhLT) are
not necessarily better.
Although overall it may not always be a crucial
aspect of system design, the usage of ensemble
classification seems to very often improve classification approaches (e.g. Potsdam, RuG, SaarOffDe,
TUWienKBS, UdSW).
With regard to traditional feature engineering,
the features found effective very much reflect the
insights of recent research on English data, particulary the extensive study presented in Nobata et
al. (2016). Several submissions include a combination of word embeddings, character n-grams and
some form of (task-specific) lexicon. Both HaUA
and UdSW report that high performance scores can
already be achieved with a classifier solely relying on a lexicon. Yet both groups show that such
classifiers can be outperformed by classifiers using
additional (typically more generic) features, e.g.
character n-grams.
The usage of datasets from other languages (typically English) to augment the training data provided by GermEval may be a very popular idea
(e.g. InriaFBK, hpiTM, UdSW, spMMMP), however, the results of this shared task do not support
systematic effectiveness.11 There are two issues
that may stand in the way. Firstly, the definition
of abusive language varies throughout the different
datasets. Secondly, the predominant type of abuse
may be different: Not every English dataset on abusive language detection similarly has so many abusive comments towards migrants as the GermEval
dataset.

6.1 Coarse-grained Classification
We received 51 different runs from 20 teams for
the binary classification into OFFENSE vs OTHER.
For lack of space, we only show the best 15 runs
in Table 4. As a baseline, we also included the
performance of majority-class classifier always predicting the majority class OTHER.
6.2 Fine-grained Classification
We received 25 different runs from 10 teams for the
fine-grained task that distinguishes three sub-types
of offensive language from OTHER. We report the
best 10 submissions in Table 5. As a baseline,
again, we included the performance of majorityclass classifier always predicting the majority class
OTHER.
6.3 General Conclusions Drawn from the
Evaluation
6.3.1

System Design

Given the diversity of approaches and the large
number of participating groups in this shared task,
it is difficult to draw general conclusions about the
effectiveness about specific types of features.
With regard to the choice of classifiers, there is
a competition between traditional feature-based supervised learning (typically represented by SVMs)
and the more recent deep learning methods. Undoubtedly, most top performing systems in both
shared tasks employed deep learning (e.g. spMMMP, uhhLT, SaarOffDe, InriaFBK), yet the top
performing system in Task 1 and the second-best
performing system in Task 2 (i.e. TUWienKBS) exclusively employed traditional supervised learning.
This team even explicitly states in its participation
paper that the usage of deep learning did not improve their results. This makes us wonder whether
the frequent occurrence of such methods in top
performing systems is just a result of the current
popularity of deep learning algorithms and whether
traditional engineering is not similarly effective (at
least for the classification task in GermEval 2018).
We also note that there was quite a bit of variation among the specific deep learning approaches
used. It was not necessarily the most complex
approach that produced the best results. For example, SaarOffDe with its straightforward approach
of using RNNs and CNNs produced top scores.
The scores of systems employing complex transfer-

6.3.2

Task and Data

Overall, we can conclude that the task of identifying offensive language on German tweets is
doable. However, with the highest F-scores up to
76% F1-score on Task 1 and 52% on Task 2, the
task is clearly far from solved. If we consider the
large span of different F1-scores within the same
task (i.e. 27% points on Task 1 and 20% points on
Task 2), we also have to acknowledge that building
classifiers that achieve top scores is not a trivial
undertaking.
The overall performance scores achieved on Task
2 are considerably lower than on Task 1. This does
not come as a surprise as Task 2 is considerably
more difficult, having 4 instead of 2 classes. More11 UdSW

reports that no matter how crosslingual information is added to a classifier, the performance compared to a
monolingual classifier drops.
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task
coarse
fine

# teams
20
11

# runs
51
25

min
49.03
32.07

max
76.77
52.71

median
69.15
38.76

mean
66.35
39.71

sd
8.45
5.00

Table 3: Summary statistics for overall macro-F1 scores in the two tasks
over, for some classes, particularly PROFANITY
there are simply too few instances in the dataset
(Table 1).
On several comparable English datasets, much
higher classification scores have been reported
(Agrawal and Awekar, 2018; Badjatiya et al., 2017).
Again, there may be several reasons for that. German is undoubtedly more difficult than English.
Due to its higher degree of inflection and compounding, the issue of data sparseness is more
prominent. Additionally, we took great efforts in removing biases from the dataset allowing classifiers
to overfit (§4.1). For example, we found that if we
were to eliminate the constraint that tweets in training and test data have to originate from different
users, performance of supervised classifiers would
increase by approximately 7% points in F1-score.
Although a proper error analysis is beyond the
scope of this overview paper, we inspected the
output of the best performing systems and found
that while offensive utterances that contain predictive keywords, also referred to as explicit offense
(Waseem et al., 2017), are mostly detected, offensive utterances that lack such keywords, also referred to as implicit offense (Waseem et al., 2017),
are mostly missed. Examples (5)-(9) display some
of the latter tweets. Clearly, many of these cases
require world knowledge and thus remain out of
reach for systems that solely employ text classification.

hat sonder eben auch @RenateKuenast. #falldermauer
A final aspect of the task design and evaluation
that leads to significantly lower scores on the finegrained task is the combination of macro-F1-based
scoring and the inclusion of a very low-frequency
class among the labels, namely PROFANITY. Performance on that class was low even for the overall
best teams (cf. Table 5), dragging down the macroF1 score. By comparison, the accuracy for the
fine-grained task is only about 6% lower than for
the coarse-grained task.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we described the pilot edition of the
GermEval Shared on the Identification of Offensive Language. The shared task comprises two
tasks, a coarse-grained binary classification task
and a fine-grained multi-class classification task.
20 groups submitted to the former task while 10
groups submitted to the latter task.
Our results show that both tasks are doable
but difficult and far from solved. In terms of
features and classifiers, there is no clear winner.
While many deep-learning approaches produce
good scores, traditional supervised classifiers may
produce similar scores. Word embeddings, character n-grams and lexicons of offensive words are
popular features, but a robust system does not necessarily have to include all three components. Ensemble methods mostly help. The effectiveness
of crosslingual methods is debatable. Implicitly
offensive language seems particularly difficult.
Though much care was taken in creating the annotated data of the shared task, it is not clear in
how far the top performing systems in our shared
task overfit to the dataset we created. Therefore, an
obvious extension to this task that could shed more
light onto the question of generalization would consist of including data from additional domains.
We introduced a new dataset of 8,000 annotated
tweets as part of this shared task. All this data
has been made publicly available to the research
community via the shared task website.

(5) Ich verstehe immer weniger, warum die
Polen, Tschechen und Ungarn unsere vorbildliche Migrationspolitik nicht mitmachen
wollen. Ist es denen nicht langweilig mit
Weihnachtsmärkten so ganz ohne Barrieren,
Polizisten und Nagelbomben?
(6) Sei mal ehrlich, wie sollen man Frauen noch
ernst nehmen?
(7) Zion wird sein Nürnberg jetzt erleben!
(8) Wenn wir Glück haben, wird China die Welt
beherrschen. Wenn wir Pech haben, der Islam.
(9) Da zeigt sich leider mal wieder dass uns der
Fall der Mauer nicht nur viel Gutes gebracht
7
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Submission
Team
RunID
uhhLT
fine 3
TUWienKBS fine 1
uhhLT
fine 2
uhhLT
fine 1
InriaFBK
fine 2
InriaFBK
fine 3
spMMMP
fine 3
InriaFBK
fine 1
fkielTF
fine 1
RuG
fine 1
majority-class classifier

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Percent
73.67
74.52
72.79
70.44
70.50
68.66
67.89
67.89
68.74
69.42
65.97

Accuracy
Correct
2602
2632
2571
2488
2490
2425
2398
2398
2428
2452
2330

Accuracy
Correct
2809
2785
2776
2737
2729
2731
2716
2762
2702
2728
2709
2671
2685
2681
2664
2330
Total
3532
3532
3532
3532
3532
3532
3532
3532
3532
3532
3532
3532
3532
3532
3532
3532

P
71.87
74.65
73.98
66.29
66.72
67.12
66.11
73.18
65.68
70.43
72.91
66.47
77.95
72.41
71.52
-N/A-

Offense
R
F
65.47 68.52
57.32 64.85
57.24 64.54
68.89 67.56
66.22 66.47
65.39 66.25
65.89 66.00
56.74 63.92
64.81 65.24
57.07 63.05
50.17 59.44
57.24 61.51
41.18 53.89
47.17 57.13
46.17 56.12
-N/A- -N/AP
82.97
80.34
80.25
83.62
82.64
82.38
82.43
80.00
81.97
79.83
77.86
79.42
75.60
76.90
76.52
65.97

Other
R
86.78
89.96
89.61
81.93
82.96
83.48
82.58
89.27
82.53
87.64
90.39
85.11
93.99
90.73
90.52
100.00

Abuse
R
51.88
44.50
47.99
42.82
31.82
37.26
38.68
30.53
18.89
31.44
-N/AF
53.25
52.40
51.96
46.10
41.34
44.17
43.18
38.37
29.41
39.54
-N/A-

P
55.19
50.87
46.39
43.80
37.76
29.75
32.43
30.24
34.31
43.17
-N/A-

Insult
R
30.71
38.32
35.43
13.91
29.13
28.35
18.90
33.33
18.37
15.75
-N/AF
39.46
43.71
40.18
21.12
32.89
29.03
23.88
31.71
23.93
23.08
-N/A-

P
81.13
80.83
80.52
76.61
76.46
77.57
75.57
77.04
71.21
73.34
65.97

Other
R
88.93
91.42
88.37
90.26
91.46
86.95
86.82
87.25
94.89
92.19
100.00

Table 5: Top 10 results for Task 2: fine-grained classification

P
54.71
63.70
56.64
49.92
58.99
54.24
48.86
51.64
66.36
53.29
-N/A-

Table 4: Top 15 runs for Task 1: coarse-grained classification

Percent
79.53
78.85
78.60
77.49
77.27
77.32
76.90
78.20
76.50
77.24
76.70
75.62
76.02
75.91
75.42
65.97

Total
3532
3532
3532
3532
3532
3532
3532
3532
3532
3532
3532

Submission
Team
RunID
TUWienKBS coarse 1
spMMMP
coarse 2
spMMMP
coarse 1
uhhLT
coarse 3
SaarOffDe
coarse 3
SaarOffDe
coarse 1
InriaFBK
coarse 1
InriaFBK
coarse 2
SaarOffDe
coarse 2
InriaFBK
coarse 3
HaUA
coarse 1
UdSW
coarse 3
DFKILT
coarse 2
Potsdam
coarse 3
uhhLT
coarse 1
majority-class classifier

F
84.85
85.80
84.26
82.88
83.29
81.99
80.81
81.83
81.36
81.69
79.50

F
84.83
84.88
84.67
82.77
82.80
82.92
82.50
84.38
82.25
83.55
83.65
82.16
83.80
83.24
82.93
79.50

F
29.63
20.34
15.58
3.92
4.88
8.11
11.59
6.25
3.92
3.57
-N/A-

F
76.77
75.52
75.22
75.18
74.64
74.59
74.25
74.25
73.75
73.72
72.74
72.05
71.89
71.69
71.07
39.75

Profanity
R
25.00
25.00
12.50
2.08
4.17
6.25
8.33
4.17
2.08
2.08
-N/A-

Average
R
76.13
73.64
73.43
75.41
74.59
74.43
74.23
73.00
73.67
72.36
70.28
71.17
67.59
68.95
68.34
50.00

P
36.36
17.14
20.69
33.33
5.88
11.54
19.05
12.50
33.33
12.50
-N/A-

P
77.42
77.49
77.11
74.96
74.68
74.75
74.27
76.59
73.83
75.13
75.38
72.94
76.77
74.66
74.02
32.98

P
56.85
53.14
51.06
50.92
44.77
43.27
43.98
42.85
51.30
45.57
16.49

Average
R
49.13
49.81
46.07
37.27
39.15
39.70
38.18
38.82
33.56
35.35
25.00

F
52.71
51.42
48.44
43.04
41.77
41.41
40.88
40.74
40.58
39.82
19.87
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Abstract

is convinced that this annotation task was not trivial. I still believe that the annotations of a couple
of sentences are debatable.
About one third of the data is classified as
offensive language, where abuse is the majority
class (about 1,000 tweets), followed by insult (600
tweets) and complemented by a small profanity
sample (70 examples). The majority baseline for
task I - assigning OTHER - yields an accuracy of
66.3%.
A glimpse at the data reveals that - as expected the vocabulary being used is the central indicator
of offensive language. This seems to prompt for a
lexicon-based solution, although the resulting task
then is to deal with unknown words. Especially
compounds are a very flexible means to create new
words in German. But the number of vulgar words
is large, anyway, so a mechanism to induce such
words is needed. Word embeddings might help.
Thus deep learning comes into play. However, we
were not so much interested in the best performing black box, but wanted to find out whether our
stance analysis system based on a purely symbolic
computation could be of any use.

In our contribution, we have applied stance
analysis in order to identify offensive discourse. This gives us access to the pros and
cons of the writer of some tweets and reveals his/her role framing of the discourse
referents. We also semi-automatically augmented our polarity lexicon with a new
type of polarity labels, namely P for profanity. Starting from seed words, we derived
new entries on the basis of word embeddings. Our approach also focuses on offensive language without offensive words
(OLWOW) and discusses strategies to cope
with it.

1

Introduction

The GermEval Task 2018 deals with offensive language. The training material are about 5,000 German tweets classified (task I) as offensive (label OFFENSE) compared to not offensive (label OTHER).
Task II further specifies offensive language as profanity, abuse or insult. According to the annotation
guidelines, profanity indicates the use of indecent,
nasty or vulgar vocabulary, while insult and abuse
moreover are given, if such words are used to characterise the attributes of a person (INSULT) or to
assign a negatively connotated social class to a person (ABUSE). See the following examples insult
(ex. 1), abuse (ex. 2) and profanity (ex .3).

2

Resources

The organisers provided a couple of resources,
among others German word embeddings, but also
lexicons with e.g. German swearwords. We only integrated one resource, the swearword lexicon. We
did it semi-automatically. First, we determined the
frequency of each word in a corpus of Facebook
posts from a German right-wing party. Then we
had a look at the most frequent words and kept
300 of them. We added these words to our polarity lexicon for German, comprising 6,800 nouns
and adjectives classified as positive or negative in
one of three dimension, namely, the dimension of
emotion, moral or appreciation (following the distinction of the appraisal theory, cf. (Martin and
White., 2005)). We also have specified a verb lex-

ex. 1. Merkel ist die grösste Versagerin der Weltgeschichte !!! (Merkel is the biggest loser in world
history)
ex. 2. Clinton - Der Antichrist (Clinton -the antichrist)
ex. 3. Ist zum kotzen (it sucks)
After a couple of attempts to predict the annotations of the gold standard, the author of this paper
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icon comprising 1.100 verbs, where a verb might
have various frames indicating the syntactic frame
of the verb and whether the verb has a polar effect
on its arguments (positive or negative). For example, the verb anpöbeln (to accost sb, to molest sb)
casts a negative effect on its agent role (which is
the source) and on its patient role (the target). Also
a negative relation (con) between source and target
is assigned (given that the verb is being affirmatively used). This forms the basis of our system
for stance analysis. We also assigned verb specific
polar roles to source and target. For instance, the
patient of the target role of verleumden (to slander,
slur, vilify) is said to be a victim while the source
takes the role of a villain. We call the assignment
of polar roles to discourse referents role framing,
since it conceptualizes a referent in a specific way.
It represents the writer perspective. It indirectly
indicates the writer’s stance towards the referents:
he/she is against the villain but in favour of the
victims.
Although we are dealing with tweets, we applied an ordinary dependency parser (Sennrich et
al., 2013). We just stripped hash tags, emoticons
and other social media language noise.

3

to!)
ex. 5. Merkel muss weg. (Merkel has to go.)
ex. 6. Sie warnen vor Nazis und führen deren
Methoden der Bücherverbrennung und Meinungsunterdrückung ein. (They warn against Nazis and
introduce their methods of burning books and suppressing opinion.)
Example ex.4: our system derives that Volk is
a victim (after passive normalization), since the
target of belügen (lie to) in an affirmatively used
sentence is a victim (the source is a villain, but no
source is given here). Example ex.5: a negative effect applies to Merkel stemming from wegmüssen.
We are not able to deal with example ex.6 at the
moment. Although a con relation from the source
(they) to the target (Nazis) is derived, and although
we were able to deduce a positive effect on they1
the implicit contrast with the second conjunct (following the “and”) is beyond the current capabilities
of our system.
These sentences contain no offensive words, but
are annotated as offensive language. How to deal
with these sophisticated examples?

4

Qualitative Analysis

Model Based on Lexicon

We trained a word2vec model on the basis of three
Swiss newspapers (NZZ, Tagesanzeiger, Blick). In
order to find new examples of offensive words, we
manually specified a seed lexicon comprising 20
words. On the basis of the gensim module, we
then generated for each seed word the 25 closed
neighbors and manually removed false positives.
After three rounds, we ended up with 275 entries.
We randomly extracted 500 tweets from the training set as a preliminary test set and carried out several experiments with the full polarity lexicon and
subversions of it. This revealed that the precision
was ok, but recall was a bit low. Next we calculated the correlation between words of the training
set and the offensive class. This gave better results.
The precision of OFFENSE was 61.41%, recall was
69.32%, f1 was 65.12% and accuracy was 75.80 %.
We took this as our starting point. We now turn to
a more detailed description of our approach.
Rather quickly it became clear that some words
are very good indicators of offensive language. For
instance, the word Scheiss (shit) perfectly indicates
the class OFFENSE. We thus decided to simply predict the class of a tweet on the basis of these words.

Although it is rather evident that - for a good performance - a subsymbolic approach would be well
suited (either character level n-grams or deep learning), we pursued another approach. Our goal was
to find out, whether our system for stance analysis
could help to understand the problem and help to
solve the task. The idea was to first identify the
proponents and opponents of the writer of the (offensive) tweets and then to look for polar relations
where e.g. a proponent of the writer received a negative effect, or the opponent of the writer received a
positive effect. We thought that such constellations
might bear conflict potential which - in the best
case - would be the yeast of offensive language usage. Very soon we realised that we still had to deal
with vocabulary gaps, since most of the time offensive language is based on the usage of offensive
words. Actually, our hope was that we were able to
identify exactly those cases of (implicit) offensive
language that are not indicated by offensive words.
We give a couple of examples (cf. examples ex.4
to ex.6).
ex. 4. Das deutsche Volk wird unaufhörlich belogen! (The German people are constantly being lied

1 A negative effect on a negative target gives a positive
effect on the source of such a situation.
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We estimated the probability of an offensive class
given a word W with the following approximation:

relation that a verb expresses towards the target.
For instance the verb to cheat: the direct object (patient) is the target as well as a victim and the source
is the (logical) subject (agent) and it is modelled as
a villain (since to cheat is morally negative). Our
stance model claims that role framing, the assignment of polar roles, reveals the writer perspective,
since if the writer conceptualises someone as e.g. a
villain, he/she is against this referent. Finding the
targets of the stance of the author, thus, boils down
to analyse his/her role framing. If the proponents
and opponents of the writer are known, we can
start to infer additional proponents and opponents
of his/her. For instance, if someone is in favour of
a proponent of the writer, then this person becomes
a candidate proponent of the writer. So if the EU is
a proponent of mine and you praises the EU, you
might be a proponent of mine. We do not need
the full-fledged capabilities of our stance system.
We wanted to explore the idea that we were able
to identify offensive language, namely the cases
where no offensive vocabulary is present.

#(W, OFFENSE)
#W
This is: the number of times OFFENSE is the
label of a tweet that includes word W divided by
the number of times word W occurs in the training
corpus. We kept those words that have a probability above 0.75 and of a frequency in the corpus
above a THRESHOLD which is 2 for words not
in the polarity lexicon and 0 for words from the
polarity lexicon. We call this filter the word indicator filter(it comprises 508 words) and used it as a
classifier in the following way.:
P(OFFENSE|W ) ≈

P(OFFENSE|TW EET ) = 1 i f
∃ W ∈ TW EET : P(OFFENSE|W ) > 0.75
∧ f req(W,CORPUS) > T HRESHOLD
If a tweet contains one word of the filter it is classified as OFFENSE. There are other filters: verb
related filters (see next section) and an exclamation
mark filter. Those tweets that pass all filters are
classified as OTHER.
There are a couple of possible correlations one
could take into consideration and a machine learning tool could do this much better than a manual
engineer. However, since we were not so much
interested in exploiting indicators that are language
independent (like the number of hash tags being
used, capital letter usage etc.), but rather in the language specific means, we have not undertaken a
detailed analysis on that level. The only exception
are exclamation marks. If a tweet contains more
than two successive exclamation marks, it is classified as offensive. This is the exclamation mark
filter. Let us now turn to our stance-based filters.

5

But the first question was: is our approach
comprising 1,100 verbs and about 1,700 different
frames plagued by sparseness? In 827 of the 3532
sentences from the test set it triggered. This is
23.4 % of all sentences (for the training set it is
25.38%). This is not too sparse. This gave us
818 polar roles and 176 pro (73) and con (103)
relations, altogether 994 assignments. The first
step in stance analysis is to find the targets of
the writer: who is he/she against or in favour of?
We just took those referents conceptualized as villains and neg actors: λ x : villain(x)∨neg actor(x).
The result comprises SPD (a political party), Mob
(mob), Salafisten (Salafists), Einwanderer (immigrants), Lügenpresse (lie press), Merkel (German
chancelor), Allah (Allah). Obviously, the (some)
writers are against these referents. And who are
the victims? We get (among others): Volk (people),
Jude (jew), Planet (planet), Polizist (cop), Deutschland (Germany), Sicherheit (safety), Kind (child),
Frauen (women).

Model Based on Stance Detection

Our stance analysis is verb-based (Klenner et al.,
2016). It only triggers if a model verb with the right
syntactic frame (and sometimes further lexical restrictions) is present. Then, dependent on the verb
and its affirmative status (negated or not), role framing, i.e. the assignment of polar roles occurs and a
polar relation (pro or con) is established from the
source towards the target. The main polar roles are
victim, villain, benefactor, beneficiary, pos actor,
neg actor, neg affected, pos affected. They are associated with the source and target (cf. (Wiegand et
al., 2016)) of a verb. The source marks the semantic roles of the initiator of the positive or negative

Are there correlations we could exploit: e.g.
between role framing and the class OFFENSE? We
run quite a number of tests. E.g. we determined the
probability
P(OFFENSE|villain) = 0.66,
but the are only 35 cases.
Other examples are:
P(OFFENSE|neg actor) =
0.51,
P(OFFENSE|victim)
=
0.58,
P(OFFENSE|pos actor) = 0.29.
That is,
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pos actor indicates OTHER with a probability of 71%. When it comes to pro and con
relations, we got P(OT HER|pro) = 0.73 and
P(OT HER|con) = 0.60. As we can see, a
correlation between polar facts and binary classes
(task 1) is given, but is not very striking. We use it
as filters in our pipeline architecture.
The strongest filter is the word indicator filter.
It is applied first. Tweets that do not pass it, are
classified as OFFENSE. The rest runs through the
filters: pro, pos actor, villain and victim. Those
who pass all filters are classified as OTHER. For
our 500 sample test set derived from the training set,
this gave us 61.41% precision and 69.32% recall.

6

There are various reasons for the resulting sparseness: sometimes the parser has introduced wrong
sentence boundaries, sometimes a pronoun occupies the polar role and we do not do coreference
resolution, sometimes the cause for offensiveness
is distributed over more than one sentence, etc. An
example of a distributed representation is:
ex. 10. Wir haben Jerusalem vom Islam befreit und
das heutige Banken System erfunden. Wer oder
was sollte uns aufhalten. Merkel oder Maas etwa.
Lachhaft. (We liberated Jerusalem from Islam and
invented today’s banking system. Who or what
should stop us. Merkel or Maas? Ridiculous.)
As we can see, no offensive words are used and
the abusive argumentation is distributed among 4
pieces. OLWOW annotations are also debatable
since sometimes it is unclear whether we are talking about offensive language or just the freedom of
speech. For instance example 7: is this not just an
ordinary opinion?
We believe that OLWOW is an interesting and
demanding research topic. Although we have
explicated some conditions and discussed some
ideas how to operationalize OLWOW detection,
we could not make it fruitful for the task at hand
because of sparseness.

Offensive Language without Offensive
Words

In the training set there are a couple of examples of
offensive language without offensive words (OLWOW). We created filters to identify such tweets.
If a tweet triggers stance analysis and if a negative
polar fact is derived, but none of its words are in
our polarity lexicon, then this tweet is a candidate
for an OLWOW. If, additionally, a negative polar
fact hits an opponent of the writer, it is a candidate
of OFFENSE. Here are three examples.
ex. 7. Es gibt bei uns keine Pressefreiheit mehr.
(There is no longer a free press.)
ex. 8. Mal schauen wieviel Frauen dieses Jahr von
illegalen Einwanderern vergewaltigt oder belästigt
werden. (Let us see how many women get raped or
harrased by illegal immigrants this year.)
ex. 9. Hier wird Vergewaltigung legalisiert! (Here,
rape gets legalized!)
Example 7 and example 8 are annotated as
ABUSE, while example 9 is a negative one, since it
is annotated with OTHER. Our system is not able
to deal with example 7 but correctly identifies example 8: women is classified as victim, immigrants
as villain. Since immigrants are an element of the
opponents and, in this sentence, are conceptualized
as a villain (which is a negative effect), we are
entitled to conclude that this tweet is offensive - although neither rape nor harass are offensive words.
They denote aggressive events.
The concept of an OLWOW is demanding. According to the gold standard and our filters, 175
tweets are OLWOW tweets. However, if we require that the polar effect hits an opponent (our criteria for offensiveness), this is reduced to 9 cases.

7

Filter-based Model: GermEval Runs

We submitted three runs in the coarse-grained task
setting.
We have filters that classify tweets as OFFENSE
(word indicator, exclamation mark, neg actor, villain, victim) and filters that classify tweets as
OTHER (pro, pos affected).
Run 1 (cluzh coarse1.txt’) includes the filters (in that sequence): pro, pos affected,
pos actor, word indicator, exclamation mark.
Run 2 (cluzh coarse2.txt’) includes the filters
(in that sequence): word indicator, exlamation
mark, neg actor, villain and victim. Run 3
(cluzh coarse1.txt’) only includes the word indicator filter.
Tweets that pass all filters are classified
as OTHER. We did not use the filters con,
neg affected, benefactor, beneficiary. Also the filters from the last section were not part of any submission because of the sparseness problem.

8

Conclusion

We presented a plain vocabulary-based approach to
the detection of offensive language. We realised a
14
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cascade of filters including verb-based ones coming
from stance analysis. We also focussed on a particular interesting research topic that we named OLWOW, offensive language without offensive words
(known as implicit offensive language). We discussed ideas how to cope with it, pointed out problems with the annotation process of OLWOW and
presented of a couple of examples our stance analysis system is able to cope with. We could, however,
not exploit this notion for our shared task runs due
to the sparseness of trigger conditions. We have,
however, gained some insights that we will explore
in our future work.
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Abstract

• resources

This paper describes the Darmstadt University of Applied Sciences (h da) submission to the binary classification task
of the Germeval Task 2018 - Shared
Task on the Identification of Offensive
Language. We submitted three runs,
both a combination of lexical resources
and an adapted sentiment analysis system. In run 1 (hda coarse 1.txt) and 2
(hda coarse 2.txt), we had a thresholdbased approach (with different thresholds)
and in run 3 (hda coarse 3.txt), an approach based on machine learning.

1

• methods in literature
An NLP task for German language is complex
because most publicly available resources are made
for the English language. Therefore, we had to develop or significantly expand some resources ourselves. The resources that are available for the
German language are also mostly targeted at newspaper text. However, Twitter data differ considerably from newspaper texts in terms of language, so
we also had to make adjustments here.
The Germeval Shared Task consists of two subtasks: Task 1 is a binary classification of tweets into
the categories OFFENSIVE and OTHER. In task
2, the tweets of the class OFFENSIVE are further
classified in PROFANITY, ABUSE and INSULT.
We worked on task 1, the binary classification, taking the PROFANITY class of task 2 into account.
We also did some preliminary work on task 2 that
we describe in section 5.
We have chosen a combination of a lexical approach and a sentiment analysis approach. For the
lexical approach we have created resources mainly
from the training data of the shared task. The sentiment analysis program was created in previous
projects for Amazon product reviews and had to be
adapted to Twitter data.

Introduction

The social media such as Twitter, Facebook and
also the commentary columns of the online presences of newspapers and radio stations are increasingly dominated by people who defame, insult and
threaten. Automatically generated messages are
also used to give the impression that these extreme
opinions are widespread among the population.
The “Germeval Shared Task on the Identification of
Offensive Language” tries to develop and compare
methods that automatically recognize such statements. The special features of this shared task: It
is the first competition of its kind that deals with
German language, and it analyzes data from Twitter.
In summer semester 2018, we participated in the
shared task with a group of students in the Information Science Bachelor’s programme of Darmstadt
University of Applied Sciences.
We have formed working groups covering the
following areas:

2

Resources

We were able to build on and adapt some existing dictionaries and have created some additional
dictionaries based on the training data.
2.1

Sentiment Lexicon

In previous projects for sentiment analysis we have
created a comprehensive sentiment dictionary with
approx. 7800 entries and polarity measurements
from Amazon product reviews and cinema reviews.
We have applied this to the training data of the
shared task. We looked at the cases where tweets

• project management
• programming
• documentary
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were recognized as positive or neutral, although
they were marked as OFFENSIVE. OFFENSIVE
statements are not always negative opinions, as in
this example from the training data:
(1)

Irgendwie verständlich daß Berlusconi
diesen #Schulz mit einem KZ-Aufseher verglich.
(Somehow understandable that Berlusconi
compared this #Schulz with a concentration
camp guard.)

In many other cases, however, words were missing
from the sentiment lexicon, which we could add.
This lexicon now contains 9385 words.
2.2 Offensive Words

Figure 1: Pipeline of h da classification

To create a lexicon of offensive words, we used
the training data. We divided the data into tweets
marked with ‘OFFENSIVE’ and those marked with
‘OTHER’. We then made a list of the tokens in these
tweets. We omitted the names (tokens beginning
with ‘@’) and hashtags (tokens beginning with ‘#’).
We have also filtered stop words such as articles or
pronouns. Then, we included in the list of offensive
words all words that occurred only in the OFFENSIVE data, but not in the OTHER data. The result
is a list of 3536 words.

Lemma
Abschieben
ich
sein
doch
nur
Moslem
!
!

DEP
sb
sb
ROOT
mo
mo
pd
punct
punct

Head.Text
sind
Abschieben
sind
sind
Moslems
sind
sind
sind

Text
Abschieben
es
sind
doch
nur
Moslems
!
!

Table 1: Spacy analysis of
‘Abschieben es sind doch nur Moslems!!’
(Deport! They’re only Muslims!!)

2.3 Profane Words
To get a list of profane words, we proceeded in
a similar way as with the offensive words. We
divided the training data into those marked with
‘PROFANITY’ and extracted the words that only
appeared in the tweets marked with ‘PROFANITY’,
in the way described above. With 57 entries, this
list is significantly smaller than the other lists. This
is because there are only 71 tweets in the training
data marked ‘PROFANITY’.

3

POS
VERB
PRON
AUX
ADV
ADV
NOUN
PUNCT
PUNCT

the tweet with the Python module Spacy, such that
we get tokens, POS information, lemmas and also
dependencies.
Table 1 shows the spacy analysis of a tweet from
the training set.
3.2

Sentiment Analysis

The purpose of sentiment analysis is to find out
whether a tweet contains a strong negative expression of opinion or a rather positive expression of
opinion. In the case of a positive expression of
opinion it is rarely a case of ABUSE or INSULT,
while PROFANITY is quite common. Therefore,
although we worked mainly on task 1 we took PROFANITY into account.
As mentioned earlier, we used and customized
a sentiment analysis program designed for Amazon product reviews. It is a Python program that
compares words in the text with a sentiment lexicon and includes negations (e.g. ‘nicht’ - not)
and intensifiers (e.g. ‘sehr’ - very) by using Spacy

Classifying Tweets

We have opted for a combined approach of sentiment analysis and lexicon-based analysis. We
have worked with both machine learning and a
threshold-based approach, both of which use the
same resources. This allows us to compare the two
approaches. Figure 1 shows the pipeline of our
approach.
3.1 Preprocessing
In preprocessing, we first delete special characters
such as Emojis. In the second step we analyze
17
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dependencies to determine the scope.
In addition to the extension of the sentiment lexicon, however, further adjustment was necessary:
While it makes sense to exclude conditional clauses
and questions in sentiment analysis of product reviews, this does not make sense for tweets:
(2)

Kennt jemand ein gutes Autoradio?
(Does anyone know a good car radio?)
Example for a question in product reviews

(3)

Kann man diesen ganzen Scheiß noch
glauben..?
(Can you believe all this shit...?)
Example for a question in tweets

Accuracy

000
0.82

100
0.91

010
0.81

111
0.92

110
0.93

Table 2: Accuracy on Training Data with Different
Thresholds
value. If the sentiment value is higher than 1 (i.e. if
the utterance is strongly positive), then the offense
value gets the value ‘0’, since strongly positive
utterances are rarely offensive. However, the profanity value is still calculated, i.e. it is checked how
many profane words are contained in the tweet.
If the sentiment value is less than or equal to a
threshold, then the offense and profanity values
are calculated. In the classification of tweets in
OFFENSE and OTHER, all tweets with an offense
value higher than a threshold and a profanity value
higher than a threshold were marked as OFFENSE,
all others as OTHER.
Table 2 shows the accuracy values for different
threshold combinations:

The calculated numerical sentiment values are positive if the expression is positive, negative if the
expression is negative and 0 if the expression is
neutral.
3.3 Lexical Lookup
The lexical lookup in the lexicons for offensive
words and for profane words was realized in two
ways. In both cases we compare the words in lower
case, because the upper and lower case is not standardized in tweets. In the first case, we check for a
tweet how many words can be found in the respective lexicon and output them as numerical values.
The disadvantage of this method is that these numerical values can lie between 0 and potentially
the number of tokens in the tweet, which means
that no value range can be determined.
In the second case we use the Cosine coefficient
to calculate the similarity of a tweet with the words
in the lexicons. This procedure was described
among others by Liu (2007). Here the tweet is
broken down into a set of tokens, which is then
compared with the lexicon of offensive words. The
return value is a floating point number between 0
and 1, where 0 means that there is no match to the
words in the dictionary and 1 means that all words
match. The disadvantage of the Cosine similarity
is that it exhibits high fluctuations, even if the initial data only marginally increase or decrease in
size. In addition, the size of the comparative data
influences the similarity evaluation.

• 000: offense value > 0, sentiment value > 0,
profanity value > 0
• 100: offense value > 1, sentiment value > 0,
profanity value > 0
• 010: offense value > 0, sentiment value > 1,
profanity value > 0
• 111: offense value > 1, sentiment value > 1,
profanity value > 1
• 110: offense value > 1, sentiment value > 1,
profanity value > 0
We decided to submit two runs for the thresholdbased approach: hda coarse 1.txt (010) and
hda coarse 2.txt (110).
3.5

Classification Based on Supervised
Learning

First, we identified the features that are useful for
machine learning. Then, we preprocessed the outcomes of these features, using sklearn’s Min-Max
Scaler1 , because of their different types of return
values. These features are the values for sentiment
and the Cosine similarity measure of the tweet
on the offensive and the profanity lexicons.2 We
trained an RBF SVM as part of sklearn’s library on

3.4 Threshold-Based Classification
In experiments with the training data, we set limits
for sentiment and words in the lexicons. There are
three values that are combined with each other: The
sentiment value, the offense value and the profanity

1 http://scikit-learn.org

2 Here as well, we took PROFANITY into account, though
we worked on task 1.
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the first 80% of the training data (4007 tweets). The
remaining 20% (1002 tweets) were classified by
the trained model. The result (for task 1, training
data) is an accuracy of 73.25 on these tweets.
Furthermore we experimented with two more
classifiers, namely decision trees and linear-based
SVM, which are also part of the python sklearnlibrary.
Decision trees require a balanced frequency destribution of classes to avoid overfitting, which was
a problem in this shared task, as the distribution
of PROFANITY Tweets is exceedingly lower than
the distribution of INSULT and ABUSE tweets. A
reduction of INSULT and ABUSE tweets for reasons of balancing resulted in a precion loss of the
decision tree, therefore we dismissed the usage of
decision trees.
The linear-based SVM on the other hand resulted in slightly higher f-scores, almost as high
as the RBF SVM. However, the implementation
of a linear-based SVM uses a random generator
to weight the features, making predictions nondeterministic. For that reason we dismissed the
usage of a linear-based SVM.

4

of the test data.
Of the 42 INSULT cases that were not recognized, 11 need very complex background information that we could not model. In one case, the
insult was part of a hashtag (‘#erdoganistderhass’).
However, we excluded hashtags from our investigation so far. One case was a positive expression of
opinion in which the insult happened on the side:
(5)

In another case, spaces were missing, so the tokenization failed. The remaining 28 cases could
potentially be solved with further lexicon entries.
Of the 95 ABUSE cases, two were not recognized because important words were abbreviated:
(6)

Error Analysis

We try to analyse the error sources that lead to
offensive tweets not being detected or to nonoffensive tweets being classified as offensive. The
training data consists of 5009 tweets. Of these,
4675 were correctly classified. 138 tweets have
been classified as OTHER, although they fall under
the OFFENSE category. 196 Tweets were classified as OFFENSE although they fall under the
category OTHER.

@AkifPirincci Es gibt in Deutschland nur
eine Art von Flüchtling und das ist der
Wirtschaftsflü. ! Alle Kriegsfl. sind durch
sichere 3tstaat. gereist!
(@AkifPirincci There is only one kind of
refugee in Germany and that is the economic ref. ! All war ref. have traveled
through safe 3rdcount.)

In 46 cases, a classification requires substantial
background information, as in this example:
(7)

4.1 Classified as OTHER Although
OFFENSE
Of the 138 tweets falsely detected as OTHER, one
was PROFANITY, 42 INSULT and 95 ABUSE. In
the PROFANITY case, a high degree of contextual
knowledge is required to recognize it:
(4)

@Riedegost Dem stimme ich vorbehaltlos
zu Ralf. Wenn Merkel nur halb so viel
Verstand hätte, wie Du, oder wie Mecklenburger
(@Riedegost I agree wholeheartedly with
Ralf. If Merkel had only half as much brain
as you, or as Mecklenburger)

Warum soll die natürliche Selektion in
Afrika bekämpft werden? Zu |LBR| viele
Menschen haben eben nicht genug zu essen.
Geburtenkontrolle!
(Why fight against natural selection in
Africa? A lot of people don’t have enough
to eat. Birth control!)

In 6 cases the offensive word is part of a hashtag
and in 8 cases the expression is positive:

Wie viel Oblaten muss ich denn jetzt essen
bis ich ein Steak von Jesus zusammen hab?
(How many wafers do I have to eat now
until I have a steak of Jesus together?)

(8)

Most cases of PROFANITY are clearly recognizable by the use of profane words. We have recorded
these quite well for the training data. We are curious whether this will also suffice for the analysis

@IAMMASCHO Hitler war auch nicht
absolut böse sondern hat viel gutes auch
gemacht
(@IAMMASCHO Hitler was also not absolutely evil but has done a lot of positive
things too)

In the remaining 33 cases, we hope to improve
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detection with lexicon work.

6

5

In this paper we presented the contribution of Darmstadt University of Applied Sciences to the first task
of the Germeval Shared Task on the Identification
of Offensive Language. This first task is a binary
classification of tweets into the classes OFFENSIVE and OTHER.
Our approach combines lexical resources lookup
with rule-based sentiment analysis. Together with
a group of students we built up lexical resources,
partly manually and partly automatically extracted
from the training data, and adapted the existing
sentiment analysis tool to the training data material. With these resources and results, we applied
a threshold-based approach (hda coarse 1.txt and
hda coarse 2.txt) and a machine learning-based
approach (hda coarse 3.txt).
As a next step, we want to expand the lexical
resources - also with the test data - and thus refine
the detection. We also want to work on task 2 - the
fine-grained classification. Due to time constraints,
we were unable to complete the work on this part
of the project. First steps in this direction have
been taken: We already recognize PROFANITY
quite reliably in tweets and have developed first
approaches for distinguishing between ABUSE and
INSULT. Further development could be part of a
final thesis in the Information Science programme
at Darmstadt University of Applied Sciences.

First Steps on the Fine-Grained
Classification: Targets of Hate

We have carried out initial work necessary for the
fine-grained classification (task 2). The PROFANITY classification was already necessary for the
binary classification task.
To distinguish the tweets in ABUSIVE and INSULT, it is necessary to recognize the targets of
hate. While in the case of INSULT the targets
are individuals, in the case of ABUSIVE they are
groups of people, or the membership of a person in
a group is targeted.
The annotation guidelines of the Shared Task
states 3 :
In contrast to insults, instances of abusive language require that the target of
judgment is seen as a representative of
a group and it is ascribed negative qualities that are taken to be universal, omnipresent and unchangeable characteristics of the group.
Therefore, we first extracted all named entities
that appear in the tweets marked with OFFENSIVE from the training data. For this we used
the Python package Spacy4 . We also looked for
other nouns, verbs and adjectives that appeared
in tweets together with these named entities. The
result is a list of 187 named entities with their coocurring offensive words. The next step was to distinguish whether the addressee of the offensive expression represents an individual or a group. So we
had to determine the semantic number. This may
well differ from the syntactic number, as in e.g.,
‘Lügenpresse’ (fake news), where syntactically it is
a singular and semantically a group name, because
the expression stands for a group of journalists
and media representatives. Also ‘Islam’ (Islam) is
syntactically singular, but semantically (especially
in this context) often describes a group of people
with Islamic faith. We made this distinction manually. In addition, we extracted 16,600 nouns from
the German TIGER corpus (Brants et al., 2004)
and stored them with their syntactic numbers. We
did not proceed to work on the fine-grained task,
though, because of time limits.

Conclusion and Future Work
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Abstract

abusive in case at least one of the words included in
the task-specific lexicon is found in the comment.
Though lexicon-based approaches are, by design, restricted and unable to detect certain subtypes of abusive language, such as implicit abuse
(Waseem et al., 2017), they are fairly robust when
it comes to cross-domain evaluations (Wiegand et
al., 2018). The reason for this is that, unlike many
other classifiers, they are less susceptible to overfit
to some specific training data. Since we report on
building a classifier for the first edition of a shared
task and only a limited amount of training data
have been released, we may always run the risk of
overfitting when applying supervised learning. A
lexicon-based approach may be a safer alternative.
Since we are not aware of any comprehensive
publicly available lexicon with abusive words for
German, we created a lexicon ourselves. The
lexicon was created semi-automatically. We first
started with the large bootstrapped English lexicon from Wiegand et al. (2018) which had been
extensively evaluated on several English datasets
for detecting abusive language. This lexicon was
automatically translated into German with Google
Translate.1 The result was manually edited. For
more than half of the entries no appropriate German
translation was found. These entries were removed
from the German lexicon. We added abusive words
we could extract from the German version of Wiktionary2 using the Wiktionary-API JWKTL (Zesch
et al., 2008). We mainly focused on those entries
that contained some predictive word-usage tag, e.g.
abwertend (pejorative) or beleidigend (offensive).
Figure 1 illustrates such a tag in the entry of the
abusive word Vollidiot (wally). In order to further
increase the coverage, we also added the entries
linked as synonyms to these expressions. Again,
the resulting list was manually filtered. We also

We report on our participation in GermEval
Task 2018 – Shared Task on the Identification of Offensive Language. In our submission we considered both lexicon-based
approaches and supervised learning. We
experimented with both monolingual and
crosslingual information. We compared traditional SVMs with the more recent neural
networks.

1

Introduction

We report on our submission for GermEval Task
2018 – Shared Task on the Identification of Offensive Language. We participated in Task I, the
binary classification task distinguishing offensive
from non-offensive tweets.
The choice of our approach is mostly guided
by the methods that have previously been reported
effective on English data (Schmidt and Wiegand,
2017). In our submission we considered both
lexicon-based approaches and supervised learning.
We compared traditional SVMs with the more recent neural networks.
Since this is the first shared task on German data,
there are only very few task-specific resources for
German. This is why we also experimented with
crosslingual information that takes into account
English data.

2

The Different Classification
Approaches

2.1 Task-specific Lexicon
A popular resource for text-classification tasks is a
task-specific lexicon, i.e. a list of words predictive
for the classes to be detected. With regard to the
detection of abusive language, one typically uses
a list of explicitly abusive words (e.g. cunt, idiot,
nigger). Such lexicons can be easily converted
into a text classifier. One predicts a comment to be

1 https://translate.google.com/

2 https://de.wiktionary.org/wiki/
Wiktionary:Hauptseite
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2.2

Traditional Supervised Learning with
Feature Engineering

Schmidt and Wiegand (2017) report that traditional
supervised-learning methods, particularly, SVMs
are still the most frequently used classification approach for the detection of abusive language. This
is why we also took this approach into account in
our participation. As a tool, we used LIBLINEAR.4
Our choice of features is mostly inspired by the
feature set proposed by Nobata et al. (2016), particularly since Wiegand et al. (2018) report it to be
the most effective classification approach on four
established datasets (for in-domain evaluation).
The specific features we explored are displayed
in Table 1. Regarding word embeddings for German, we experimented with the pre-trained embeddings induced from Twitter released by Heidelberg
University.3 In addition, we also induced embeddings from German ourselves using Web As Corpus (Baroni et al., 2009) and COW16 (Schäfer and
Bildhauer, 2012; Schäfer, 2015). For induction we
employed Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) in its
standard configuration. (With regard to vector dimensions, we tested 100, 200 and 500 dimensions.)
In order to obtain a vector representation based on
embeddings of an entire tweet, we simply averaged
the word embeddings of the words found in the
tweet.
We tested various combinations of different feature sets from Table 1. For those experiments,
we divided the training data from GermEval into
further subsets (see also §3.1). With regard to
word embeddings, we always got best performance
with the highest dimensional embeddings that were
available to us (i.e. 500 dimensions). We found that
only the subset of the features comprising character
n-grams, word embeddings and our task-specific
lexicon (§2.1) is actually necessary. In the official
evaluation of the shared task, we, therefore, took
only these features into account. In combination
with other features, the most effective embeddings
turned out to be the ones induced on COW16. We
ascribe it to the fact that this is by far the largest
corpus which we used for embedding induction.

Figure 1: Illustration of Wiktionary-entry of the
abusive word Vollidiot (wally) with its word-usage
tag beleidigend (offensive).

extracted words that possess a high distributional
similarity with the words from our lexicon. Distributional similarity was computed on the basis
cosine-similarity of the word embeddings induced
on Twitter released by Heidelberg University.3 By
using embeddings from Twitter, we hope to include
some more domain-specific information. However,
this step only resulted in a meagre yield of less than
100 additional words. Our final lexicon contains
1566 (unigram) entries.
In order to increase the coverage of our lexicon,
we also implemented a soft-matching function that
is more flexible than strict token matching. We
compared prefix-matching, suffix-matching, infixmatching and some combinations. We found that
prefix-matching works best. We therefore decided
to use this in our final system. We also investigated whether even more flexible matching might
increase classification performance. However, after running some experiments with Levenshteindistance that turned out not to be effective, we
abandoned these experiments.

2.3

Neural Networks

We considered two types of standard network architectures: Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and
Gated Recurrent Units (GRU). As an implementa-

3 http://www.cl.uni-heidelberg.de/
english/research/downloads/resource_
pages/GermanTwitterEmbeddings/
GermanTwitterEmbeddings_data.shtml

4

https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/˜cjlin/
/liblinear/
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Feature
bag of words
part-of-speech information
surface features
character ngrams
word-embeddings
prediction of task-specific lexicon

Further Comments
lemmatized unigrams
no. of nouns, adjs, verbs
looking for suspicious words (e.g. b*tch or fxck)
n=6
COW16, 500 dimensions
we use the lexicon from §2.1

Used in the Official Run?
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes

Table 1: Feature set used for traditional supervised learning.
Translation-based approach. On the one hand,
we simply automatically translated the existing
English datasets to German (again with Google
Translate) and trained classifiers on the translated
datasets. The supervised classifier was trained as a
typical monolingual classifier with the most effective embeddings (COW16) as features. The resulting architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.
Crosslingual embeddings. On the other hand,
we considered crosslingual embeddings. These are
embeddings that represent words in two languages,
in our case, English and German, in the same embedding space. The embedding space is induced in
such a way that two words from the different languages that have either similar or identical meaning
(e.g. Dummkopf and blockhead) should have similar word embeddings. Such a representation allows
us to train on the original English data directly
(i.e. without translating them into German) and test
them on the German tweets from the shared task.
This pipeline is illustrated in Figure 3. In order
to obtain crosslingual embeddings, we used the
publicly available software VecMap (Artetxe et al.,
2017). This method does not even require parallel
corpora but only two large monolingual corpora.7
We chose the Amazon Review Corpus (Jindal and
Liu, 2008) for English and again Web As Corpus
for German.
For both crosslingual approaches we always
trained on our German GermEval-training data and
added some English dataset (either in its original
version or translated into German). Our interest
therefore exclusively lies in improving classification performance of a monolingual (German) classifier with additional crosslingual information.

tion we mainly relied on the pre-implemented networks from Keras.5 The following hyperparameters were optimized using an informal development
set that we split off from the GermEval-training
data (§3.1):
• types of embeddings6
• activation function
• batch size
• drop-out rate
• number of epochs
• optimizer
2.4 Crosslingual Approaches
One challenge of the setting of the shared task
is that only a limited amount of labelled training
data has been made available. For English, however, there meanwhile exists a plethora of different
datasets. Some of them are also fairly large comprising more than 100K labelled instances. Therefore, we also wanted to examine whether we can
leverage large collections of labelled training data
from English for the present task. As English
datasets, we considered the datasets from Waseem
and Hovy (2016) and from Wulczyn et al. (2017).
The former focuses on sexism and racism, particularly Islamophobia. That dataset may be suitable
since we observed that the abusive tweets from
the training collection of the GermEval-shared
task also predominantly address Islamic migrants.
Moreover, like the GermEval-data, this corpus
exclusively comprises tweets from Twitter. The
dataset from Wulczyn et al. (2017), which consists
of Wikipedia comments, on the other hand, was
chosen because of its size (the entire collection
contains about 115K comments – the dataset by
Waseem only 16K tweets).
We considered two different approaches:

3
3.1

Experiment Set-Up

For the preparation of the shared task, we randomly
split the official training data of the GermEval-2018
shared task into three sets:

5 https://keras.io/
6 We

Experiments

7 The seed word-alignment happens via numerals which
are identical in both languages.

considered the same embeddings as in §2.2.
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